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Abstract

The Internet today is plagued by numerous types of malicious software

(malware). Most of them proliferate by exploiting vulnerabilities in the op-

erating system or services that run on hosts connected to the Internet. As

computer networks expand, and their functionality is applied in many fields,

more and more people are starting to use them. The increase of vulnerable

computers connecting to these networks has led to a major increase in the

number of malware created by malicious users in an attempt to infect as

many hosts as possible. As a result, one of the major goals of the Security

community, is creating infrastructures that can gather new samples of mal-

ware as soon as they are released in the wild, so as to deploy appropriate

defense mechanisms.

The goal of this thesis is to explore honeypot technologies as a means

of extracting information from malicious network traffic and gathering mal-

ware samples. First we examine the benefits of enhancing and extending the

architecture and backend of an existing malware collection infrastructure,

namely the NoAH project. Second, we present HoneyBuddy, a novel infras-

tructure that gathers information regarding the increasing number of attacks

in instant messaging (IM) traffic. We present a prototype implementation

as well as the results from our deployment.

Supervisor: Evangelos P. Markatos
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ExereÔnhsh th qr sh twn honeypot teqnologi¸n gia thnsullog  kakìboulou logismikoÔ kai thn apìkthshplhrofor�a sqetik� me diadiktuakè epijèseiPol�kh I�sonaMetaptuqiak  Ergas�aTm ma Epist mh Upologist¸nPanepist mio Kr thPer�lhyhTo Diad�ktuo s mera mast�zetai apo mia plhj¸ra diaforetik¸n eid¸n ka-kìboulou logismikoÔ. Ta perissìtera apo aut� exapl¸nontai ekmetalleuìme-na eu�lwta shme�a sto leitourgikì sÔsthma   sti di�fore uphres�e pouekteloÔntai stou kìmbou pou e�nai sundedemènoi sto Diad�ktuo. Kaj¸ tad�ktua upologist¸n epekte�nontai, kai h leitourgikìthta tou efarmìzetai sepoll� ped�a, aux�netai kai o arijmì twn atìmwn pou ta qrhsimopoioÔn. HaÔxhsh twn eu�lwtwn upologist¸n pou sundèontai se aut� ta d�ktua èqei odh-g sei sthn ragda�a aÔxhsh tou arijmoÔ kai twn eid¸n kakìboulou logismikoÔpou dhmiourgoÔntai apo kakìboulou qr ste se mia prosp�jeia na molÔnounìsou perissìterou kìmbou g�netai. W apotèlesma, mia apo ti kuriìtereanhsuq�e th koinìthta pou asqole�tai me thn asf�leia upologist¸n einaina dhmiourge� nèe upodomè pou mporoÔn na sullèxoun nèa de�gmata kakìbou-lou logismikoÔ mìli aut� exapolujoÔn, gia na anaptÔssei tou kat�llhloumhqanismoÔ �muna.O stìqo aut  th metaptuqiak  ergas�a e�nai na exereun sei thn qr shtwn teqnologi¸n honeypot w mèjodo exagwg  qr simwn plhrofori¸n apodiktuak  k�nhsh pou perilamb�nei epijèsei kaj¸ kai sullog  deigm�twn ka-kìboulou logismikoÔ. Pr¸ta exet�zoume ta pleonekt mata pou prokÔptounapo thn tropopo�hsh th arqitektonik  mia up�rqousa upodom  gia thnsullog  kakìboulou logismikoÔ, kai sugkekrimèna tou NoAH project. De-Ôteron, parousi�zoume to HoneyBuddy mia prwtìtuph upodom  pou sullègeiplhrofor�e sqetik� me epijèsei pou g�nontai se d�ktua proswpik¸n mhnu-m�twn (instant messaging). Parousi�zoume thn ulopo�hsh kaj¸ kai ta pei-
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1
Introduction

Many different types of malicious software (malware) plague the Internet

today. From worms to viruses and trojans, attackers release numerous at-

tack vectors. Whatever the type, the majority propagates by exploiting

vulnerabilities in the operating systems and services running on networked

computers. The multitude of vulnerable hosts are susceptible to every new

sample released by attackers, even in the cases where users and administra-

tors try to protect their assets by installing intrusion detection systems.

As computer networks become bigger and their use more widespread, the

number of computers that get infected increases exponentially. Thousands

of new malware instances are discovered on a daily basis [1, 2] by security

labs and researchers worldwide, indicating the major increase in network

security threats. The speed, by which these threats proliferate, renders

the deployment of malware gathering infrastructures a necessity. For end

host defense mechanisms such as anti-virus software to be effective against

malware, it is vital that anti-virus vendors receive and analyze new threats

immediately upon their release. Therefore, security researchers design and

deploy systems that automatically gather and analyze malware instances.

The distributed deployment of such systems is vital, and has several ad-

vantages. First and foremost, the effectiveness of these systems is improved

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

as they obtain a “global” and more representative view of the network by

monitoring several distributed subnets. Second, a larger number of deployed

sensors increases the amount of received traffic and the possibility of encoun-

tering new malware variations and types. The ultimate goal of such systems

is to minimize the time window between the release of a new malware in-

stance and the moment it is captured. Once it is captured it is analyzed by

researchers that create signatures that will update end host defense mecha-

nisms.

A common type of such infrastructures deployed by researchers are hon-

eypot systems. Practically, a honeypot is a computer system set up with the

sole purpose of luring attackers. Honeypots do not initiate network connec-

tions and, thus, all incoming network traffic is either malicious or the result

of network misconfigurations. There are different types of honeypots, based

on the level of interactivity they provide to attackers and whether they mon-

itor server or client side attacks. Based on these characteristics we identify

four categories of honeypots: low-, medium-, high-interaction and client-side

honeypots. Each type of honeypot presents several good characteristics but

also a number of drawbacks. Different types of honeypots are suitable for

different problems. Therefore, it is vital to select the appropriate honeypot

for the extraction of information depending on the specific situation.

An approach that aims to combine the benefits of several types of honey-

pots is proposed by the Network of Affined Honeypots (NoAH) project. The

NoAH architecture proposed the combination of both low- and high- inter-

action honeypots. The main idea is that depending on the type of incoming

attack traffic, it is handled by the most appropriate honeypot. The goal of

the NoAH project is to use honeypots to monitor unused portions of the IP

address space and interact with malicious traffic which is subsequently an-

alyzed. The architecture of NoAH presents a flexible design for deployment

and collaboration of honeypots. Honeypots in NoAH are deployed inside the

“NoAH core” the center of decisions. The initial deployment of the NoAH

infrastructure utilized honeyd, a low-interaction honeypot, and the Argos

high-interaction honeypot for interacting with the malicious traffic received.

As part of this EU-funded project, our lab designed, developed and deployed

two types of sensors that could be easily deployed at remote locations and

forward attack traffic to the NoAH core to be processed by the honeypots.

After a long deployment period of the initial NoAH infrastructure, the mo-
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tivation to extend and enhance it arose.

The motivation, which led to the realization of this thesis, was twofold:

• We wanted to extend the NoAH architecture in a way that would allow

the integration of other honeypots but that would also provide a more

stable and easy to maintain NoAH core.

• We wanted to identify a new trend in the way attackers deploy mal-

ware, so as to build a honeypot system that can acquire information

that is different but complimentary to what the NoAH infrastructure

collects.

Initially, the overhead of maintaining Argos, led to the need for a more

stable,light-weight and easy to maintain and deploy honeypot. In that light

we chose to replace Argos with an alternative honeypot system that would

better suit our needs. We chose to use Nepenthes and Amun, two very sim-

ilar medium-interaction honeypot utilized by many research projects. The

first part of this thesis focuses on the NoAH project, its initial architecture

and the modifications we performed, as well as an analysis of the attack

traffic handled by the new honeypots. We present the attackers that gener-

ated the largest volume of attack traffic as well as various characteristics of

those attacks.

As new communication channels are used by attackers for propagating

their attacks, it is vital for an existing architecture to catch up. The sec-

ond part of this thesis focuses on the expansion of both the interaction

mechanisms of the NoAH architecture, and the amount and type of attack

information acquired by it. We develop and deploy HoneyBuddy, as part of

the NoAH attack collection mechanisms. HoneyBuddy is an active honeypot

infrastructure for detecting malicious activities in IM networks.

HoneyBuddy finds and adds contacts to its honeypot messengers by

querying popular search engines for IM contacts or by advertising its ac-

counts on contact finder sites. Our deployment has shown that with more

than six thousand contacts we can gather between 50 and 110 malicious

URLs per day that belong to 10-15 unique domains. 21% of our collected

executable samples were not gathered by other malware collection infrastruc-

tures, while 93% of the identified IM phishing domains were not recorded

by popular blacklist mechanisms.



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Thesis organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we provide a

background on honeypots. In Chapter 3 we present the NoAH architecture.

Section 3.1 contains an overview of the Argos, Nepenthes and Amun honey-

pots, while in Section 3.2 we present the types of sensors deployed for the

NoAH project. Section 3.3 presents the techniques used to handle incom-

ing connections and Section 3.4 how we enhanced the existing architecture.

In Section 3.5 we present the results from the incoming attack traffic. We

continue by presenting the design of HoneyBuddy in Chapter 4. We provide

an overview of the different attacks against instant messaging networks in

Section 4.1 and the architecture of our system in Section 4.2. In Section

4.3 we analyze the data collected by our infrastructure. We present related

work in Chapter 5 and summarize our results and conclude in Chapter 6.



2
Background

A formal definition of a honeypot is a “trap set to detect, deflect or in some

manner counteract attempts at unauthorized use of information systems”1.

Their purpose is to lure attackers. They are non-production systems, which

means machines that do not belong to any user or run publicly available

services. Instead, in most cases, they passively wait for attackers to attack

them. By default, all traffic destined to honeypots is malicious or unautho-

rized as it shouldn’t exist in the first place. Honeypots can also take other

forms, like files, database records, IP addresses or e-mails. We can iden-

tify four types of honeypots: low-, medium-, high-interaction and client-side

honeypots. Each type presents several good characteristics but also a num-

ber of drawbacks. No single type is the optimal choice for all situations; each

type is suitable for specific problems and complements the other types. For

the purpose of placing our work in context, we give an overview of honeypot

technology by presenting the different types of honeypots.

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honeypot_(computing)

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Honeypots

Several honeypot designs have been proposed. The two main axes upon

which a honeypot is designed is the level of interactivity with the attack-

ers and which side is targeted by the attacks the honeypot will monitor.

Concerning the level of interactivity, honeypots can either do simple service

emulation (low-interaction), more advanced emulation (medium-interaction)

or run real services (high-interaction). As far as the second axis is concerned,

we can categorize honeypots as server-side or client-side. The vast majority

of honeypots protect the server side. The fundamental difference between

the two types is that client-side honeypots search for attackers, instead of

waiting to be attacked.

2.1.1 Low-interaction honeypots

Low-interaction honeypots only superficially simulate services. They pro-

vide very limited interactivity compared to high-interaction honeypots, but

are still useful to lure attackers and gather information at a higher level, e.g.,

detect network scanning activities. They may emulate parts of an operating

system, such as core services and daemons, as well as network applications,

like web servers, sshd, FTP servers and more. They can be tuned for inter-

action with the attacker but lack the ability to trigger previously unknown

vulnerabilities of the real services. Low interaction honeypots are more effi-

cient in terms of performance and have less setup and maintenance overhead

than high-interaction ones. The most popular low-interaction honeypot is

honeyd.

A powerful characteristic of low-interaction honeypots is their ability to

enable a single host to claim multiple addresses and run multiple services

on each address. Since honeyd, and other similar tools, handles network

traffic in a raw fashion, it has the ability to handle a large range of IP

addresses. While in high-interaction honeypots having multiple IP addresses

is impractical, or even impossible (due to the fact that they need one -

physical or virtual - interface per IP address and have to open a socket

for each connection they receive), low-interaction honeypots are naturally

designed to cope with it.

There are also two practical issues concerning the deployment of low-

interaction honeypots that must be considered. The first one is the mapping

between physical machines and low-interaction honeypots. Typically, hon-
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eyd can emulate a /16 subnet without a significant overhead. For a larger

address space, multiple low-interactions should be used. The second one

is the security of the machine hosting the honeypot. This machine should

exclusively run the honeypot components and no other services. It is a

precaution measure to eliminate the risk of being infected because of the

underlying operating system.

2.1.2 Medium-interaction honeypots

Medium-interaction honeypots also emulate services but, unlike low-interaction

honeypots, they do not manage network stacks and protocols themselves.

Instead, they bind to sockets and leave the connection management up to

the operating system. In contrast to systems like honeyd, which imple-

ment network stacks and protocols, they focus more on the application-level

emulation part. The most-well known medium-interaction honeypot is Ne-

penthes.

2.1.3 High-interaction honeypots

High-interaction honeypots, unlike the two previous categories, do not emu-

late services. On the contrary, they run services in their native environment.

Thus, high-interaction honeypots have the advantage that they are real sys-

tems; no emulation is used, no fake services run. Therefore, unknown bugs

are still present and can be exploited. By being vulnerable to attacks, they

can provide useful information on how previously unknown threats emerge

and propagate.

The use of real systems has its drawbacks. First because such a system

runs real services and applications, it can be compromised using appropri-

ate real-world attacks. Once compromised, they can be used by the attacker

for her purposes, such as participating in worm propagation, DoS attacks,

or spamming. Naively blocking outbound communications will not work, if

the whole infection phase should be studied. Some attacks involve e.g. code

download initiated by the attacked machine. Blaster is such an example.

When Blaster infects a host, it then downloads its main executable from

previously infected hosts. Second, real systems are not sufficiently trans-

parent for the purpose of monitoring their activity. The internal workings

of the operating system and the services may not be readily accessible. Fi-

nally, using real systems comes with a performance overhead. While it is

reasonable to expect that a single physical machine can support dozens of
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low-interaction honeypots, a single real system will require many more re-

sources (at least virtualization software allows multiplexing several ones over

a single physical machine). Other research efforts,like Potemkin [52], have

focused on bringing the cost down by using aggressive sharing.

A high-interaction honeypot (a real operating system together with ser-

vices) can be installed inside a virtual machine using virtualization software

such as VMware [30], Qemu [37] and Xen [36]. Running a high-interaction

honeypot inside a virtual machine offers several advantages. First, multiple

high-interaction honeypot instances can be multiplexed on the same physical

machine. This is a huge improvement, since most of the honeypots could end

up idling, which would waste resources. Second, deployment is significantly

easier. Virtual machine environments load the operating system from a disk

image. All that has to be done is install and configure the environment once

and reuse the image for all high-interaction honeypot instances. Third, re-

cycling operating systems, .e.g. after an infection, is cheap: the environment

is ready and the time for starting a virtual machine is much smaller than

a typical reboot of a physical machine. The image of the operating system

is actually a snapshot of its running state, including its filesystem. Loading

the virtual machine with the image will bring up a running operating system

within seconds. Finally, virtual machine environments provide the ability

to better monitor the guest operating system, in terms of network activity,

system calls and resource management.

2.1.4 Client-side honeypots

Recently, exploits that target client applications and especially web browsers

have been observed. The WMF and JPEG vulnerabilities [15, 16] have

shown how the Internet Explorer browser can be compromised and execute

arbitrary code on the victims side. Instead of waiting passively for the at-

tackers to contact them, as we have seen so far, client-side honeypots try

to spot locations where malicious content is hosted. Although they are not

passive systems, they are still characterized as honeypots as they are non-

production systems. Client-side honeypots try to cover the gap of classic

detection techniques. According to [28], only 1.5% of IDS signatures are

based on client-side attacks, although the number of client-based vulnera-

bilities rapidly increases over time.



3
Network of Affined Honeypots

In this chapter we will first present the initial architecture and components

of NoAH and will then proceed with our modifications. The NoAH project

aims to monitor unused portions of the IP address space. The architecture

of the NoAH infrastructure was designed in a way that would allow entities

other than the project partners to easily contribute IP address space. Thus,

the address space covered by the NoAH core can be further extended. Insti-

tutes, campuses or organizations can collaborate with NoAH by deploying

a “plug” to the NoAH core. This “plug” is actually a tunnel to the NoAH

core. All traffic going to the dark space of a collaborating party is tunneled

to honeypots in the NoAH core for processing. Replies from honeypots are

tunneled back and injected into the party’s network. By using tunneling,

honeypot deployment on the party’s side is not needed and thus the ad-

ministrative overhead is minimal. Apart from organizations and institutes,

simple home users can help NoAH. Home users or small size enterprises can

share their black address (or port) space in a similar way as the participating

organizations. To do so, they install the honey@home tool.

The NoAH core is not a centralized farm of honeypots. On the con-

trary, it is a distributed set of honeyfarms that can collaborate. Inside the

core, both low- (LI) and high-interaction (HI) honeypots are deployed. Low-

9
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interaction honeypots are used as a traffic filter. Therefore, activities like

portscanning can be effectively detected by LI honeypots and stop there.

Traffic that cannot be handled by LI honeypots is handed over to HI honey-

pots. In this case, LI honeypots are used as proxies whereas HI honeypots

offer the optimal level of realism. The initial deployment of the NoAH

infrastructure utilized the Argos high-interaction honeypot for interacting

with the malicious traffic received.

3.1 Backend

The installation and configuration of a honeypot is a manual procedure that

requires significant human effort. A honeypot system should relieve admin-

istrators from major overheads and run with little maintenance overhead.

As there are few solutions for auto-configuration and auto-recovery, a honey-

pot must minimize the downtime and effort required to keep all its services

running and ensure it is not compromised. Due to the high maintenance

overhead and stability issues of the Argos honeypot, we decided to replace

it with the Nepenthes and Amun honeypots that have the advantage of low

maintenance and deployment overhead.

In this section we present a more detailed overview of the honeypots

deployed in the backend of the NoAH infrastructure that interact with the

traffic forwarded by honeyd. First we provide an overview of the Argos

hi-interaction honeypot, and then we present Nepenthes and Amun.

3.1.1 Argos

Argos [47] is a containment environment for worms and manual system com-

promises. It is actually an extended version of the Qemu emulator that

tracks whether data coming from the network is used as a jump target,

function address or instruction. To identify such activities, Argos performs

dynamic taint analysis[46] (memory tainting). Memory tainting is the pro-

cess where unsafe data that resides in the main memory or the registers is

tagged. All data coming from the network is marked as tainted because by

default it is considered unsafe. Tainted data is tracked during execution.

For example, if we have an add operation between a tainted register and

an untainted one, the result of the addition will be tainted. Before data

enters the Argos emulator, it is recorded in a network trace. As Argos has
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control of all operations that happen in the guest OS1, it can detect when-

ever tainted data is trying to be executed or used as a jump target, e.g. to

override a function pointer. When tainted data is to be executed, an alarm

is raised and the attack is logged. This log contains information about the

attack and specifically registers, physical memory blocks and the network

trace. This information is given as input to the signature generation compo-

nent, which basically correlates information between the memory dump and

the network trace using two approaches. The first one locates the longest

common sub-sequence between the memory footprint and the network trace.

The second one, called CREST, finds the memory location that allowed the

attacker to take control of the system. This memory location is found us-

ing the physical memory origin and value of the EIP register, that is the

instruction pointer register. The value of the EIP register is located inside

the trace and then the trace is extended to the left and right. The extension

stops when different bytes are encountered. The resulting byte sequence,

along with the protocol and port number, is used as a signature. For both

approaches, a network trace is useless if data in it is encrypted, for example

if it is a HTTPS connection. Latest advances of Argos allow it to corre-

late memory dumps with unencrypted data, as Argos comes with modified

versions of secure socket libraries for some guest operating systems. The

signature generation time is linear to the size of the network trace.

The basic advantage of Argos is that it is able to detect without false

positives that an automated attack is taking place, regardless of the applica-

tion under attack or the attack’s level of polymorphism. A major drawback

of the Argos approach is the performance overhead. An application run-

ning in the Argos environment is 20 to 30 times slower than running in its

native environment. A large part of this overhead is due to the underlying

Qemu[15] emulation. The rest of the overhead is due to memory tainting

and the tracking of tainted data. Another major disadvantage is that it has

a high maintenance and deployment cost. Furthermore, during its deploy-

ment period, we had several stability issues. This lead us to the decision to

search for a more stable and easy to deploy component in the NoAH core.

1In virtual machine terminology, the guest OS is the operating system running inside

the virtual machine while the host OS is the operating system that runs the virtual machine

software
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3.1.2 Nepenthes

The Nepenthes [19] platform is a system designed to automatically collect

malware. Its functionality is based on five types of modules: vulnerability,

shellcode parsing, fetching, logging and submission modules. Vulnerability

modules emulate the vulnerable services, like a DCOM service or a WINS

server. Shellcode parsing modules analyze the payload received by the vul-

nerability modules and try to extract information about the propagating

malware. If such information is found, the fetch modules download the mal-

ware from the designated destination and finally the malware instance is

submitted to a central service (disk, database, anti-virus company) through

the submission modules. The whole process is logged by the logging mod-

ules. For the time being, only sixteen vulnerability modules have been

implemented for well-known exploits, like a buffer overflow in the Microsoft

RPC services, buffer overruns in SQL server 2000 and exploits in the LSASS

service. Nepenthes was originally designed to capture malware that spreads

automatically, like Blaster or Slammer worms that targeted hosts blindly.

The host running Nepenthes listens to several ports on one or more black

(unused) IP addresses. The assignment of these addresses to this host and

the creation of virtual interfaces in order to have multiple IP addresses on

a single interface must be done by the administrator manually. As the host

running Nepenthes listens to many open ports, it is vulnerable to detection.

After a connection is established on one of the open ports, the payload of the

packets of this connection is handled by the appropriate module. The main

restriction here is that for each open port we can only have one vulnerability

module. This means that for example we cannot emulate vulnerabilities for

both Apache and IIS simultaneously. Vulnerability modules do not provide

full service emulation but only emulate the necessary parts of the vulnerable

service. When the exploitation attempt has arrived, the shellcode parsing

modules analyze the received payload. In most cases, this parsing involves

an XOR decoding of the shellcode and then some pattern matching is ap-

plied, like searching for URLs or strings like ”CreateProcess”. If a URL is

detected, fetch modules download the malware from the remote location.

These modules implement HTTP, FTP, TFTP and IRC-based downloads.

However, a shellcode parser can be more complicated. Some malware can,

for example, open command shells and wait for commands or bind to sock-

ets.The shell emulation modules of Nepenthes provide command emulation
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for the virtual shells. Most shell commands are trivial, like echo or START

directives.

The Nepenthes platform has evolved into a distributed network of sen-

sors. Institutions and organizations participate in the mwcollect alliance,

where all binaries captured are submitted to a central repository, accessible

to all members of the alliance.

3.1.3 Amun

Amun [3] is a medium-interaction honeypot designed to capture autonomous

spreading malware in an automated fashion. It operates in a way very sim-

ilar to Nepenthes, and also bases its functionality on the same five types of

modules. The main difference between the two is that Amun may simulta-

neously run more than one vulnerability module for a specific port, allowing

the interaction with a wider range of attacks. Furthermore it is more up-

to-date than Nepenthes with a richer selection of vulnerability modules.

Finally, Amun is written in Python and therefore allows the easy integra-

tion of new features. While we changed the NoAH infrastructure so as to

integrate Nepenthes, no changes were necessary to replace Nepenthes with

Amun.

3.2 Sensors

In this section we provide a more detailed overview of the sensors deployed

for the NoAH project: honey@home and the dark space monitor.

3.2.1 Honey@home

Honey@home [34] is designed simple and lightweight, as it mainly targets

typical home users or administrators unfamiliar with honeypot technologies.

The functionality of honey@home is to obtain a single unused IP address and

forward the incoming traffic to the NoAH core. All the traffic received by the

client is tunneled to the NoAH core through a SSL connection. Responses

coming from the NoAH core are injected by honey@home into the network so

as to reach the originators of the traffic. As honey@home must be as simple

as possible, the tunneling process is not performed using third-parties soft-

ware, like openVPN, but uses a built-in tunneling component (see section

3.3.2) that also supports secure connection. Honey@home clients connect to

the communication component (a custom ssl server) of the NoAH infrastruc-

ture that only handles traffic from authorized clients that have been verified
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by a unique key.

Each honey@home client requests an IP address from the local DHCP

server (optionally the user can set a static IP address). Most broadband

connection routers, like ADSL routers, assign addresses through a built-in

DHCP server that is configured to offer addresses from the block purchased

by the user (configuration of the router is performed by the ISP upon con-

nection activation).

3.2.2 Dark Space Monitor

Typically a respectful portion of the IP address space that is allocated to an

organization remains unused. This unused IP address space, also referred to

as Dark Space, can be utilized by the NoAH infrastructure to gather traffic

for the NoAH core honeypots. However, the number of honeypots in the

NoAH core is limited compared to the size of the dark space. The dark

space of a medium-sized organization typically measures a few hundred IP

addresses, while for larger organizations it may measure up to thousands of

IP addresses. It is unreasonable to expect that for each IP address in the

dark space a physical machine will be available to be deployed as a honeypot.

The solution to this size mismatch is to have each physical honeypot

handle traffic for a range of IP addresses instead of only one. A single low-

interaction honeypot (e.g. honeyd) can be configured to handle traffic for a

whole /16 dark subnet, or a high-interaction honeypot can have its network

interface configured with multiple IP addresses.

However, honeypot deployment and maintenance is an additional ad-

ministrative overhead, undesirable to most organizations that do not have

the expertise or the resources for such a deployment. Requiring from orga-

nizations that wish to cooperate with NoAH to bear this overhead would be

impractical.

For this reason, the NoAH architecture enables the redirection of traf-

fic arriving at the dark space of the organization to the NoAH core. By

having the traffic redirected and processed in the NoAH core, the cooperat-

ing organization can avoid the local deployment of fully fledged honeypots.

They will only have to install and run a funnel, which maps all the dark

space traffic to a packet forwarding component. This component will be

responsible for forwarding packets to and from the NoAH core. Since this

forwarding scheme ultimately aims to relieve the cooperating organization

from the honeypot related maintenance burden, the forwarding component
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itself should require minimal configuration and resources to work.

For the problem of the desired traffic being gathered at one host we use

funneling. To forward the traffic to the NoAH infrastructure, an extended

version of honey@home that handles multiple IP addresses is used, to take

advantage of its embedded tunneling mechanism. More details about these

mechanisms are presented in the next section.

3.3 Handling incoming connections

In this section we present the mechanisms used by the NoAH architecture to

handle connections received from the deployed sensors. Funneling is used to

gather all the connections towards a set of IP addresses on a single machine,

tunneling is used to forward these connections to the NoAH core, and a

modified version of honeyd is used to hand-off certain connections to the

NoAH backend.

3.3.1 Funneling

The main abstraction of funneling is that traffic going to a set of IP addresses

will end up being processed by a single machine. The goal is to create a

virtual funnel that concentrates traffic from portions of dark space on a

limited number of honeypots.

When we want a single honeypot to claim traffic for a few tens of IP

addresses, it is impractical and resource consuming to do it with means of

configuring its network interface for all the addresses. The solution to this

inefficiency is arpd. Arpd is a user-space daemon that responds to ARP

requests arriving at the network interface of the honeypot. ARP requests

are broadcast packets used to discover which machine (more specifically

which MAC address) has a specific IP address. For a given IP address in a

LAN, the LAN gateway directs the traffic to this IP to the host that replied

to the corresponding ARP request. Under normal circumstances, it is the

operating system that takes care of responding to ARP requests. By having

arpd reply to these requests, we can effectively direct the traffic for any

IPs in the LAN to the host we want, without actually configuring the host

network interface for all these addresses.

In order to implement the funnel, the arpd approach is used similarly

in the case of local honeypot deployment, so as packets arrive at the dark

space they are mapped to the machine running the tunneling software.
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3.3.2 Tunneling

As aforementioned, cooperating third parties will act as relay agents: they

will forward traffic directed to their dark space to the NoAH core and ac-

cordingly the responses sent by the NoAH core back to the original sender

of the traffic. A possible solution to achieve this would be to perform ad-

dress rewriting on the packets, so that they are routed to the NoAH core.

This solution has the advantage of being simple and that no modification

occurs to the payload of the packets. On the downside, this approach would

diminish the dynamics of connections, making detection of certain type of

events harder or even impossible. For example, consider an attacker who

is scanning the dark space of the cooperating organization. Following the

address rewriting approach would require to rewrite all destination IP ad-

dresses with the address of the honeypot and inject them in the network.

However, in the NoAH core we wouldn’t be able to detect this scan as we

only see traffic going to a single IP address, the honeypot. Another draw-

back are communications that use the IP address as data in a higher level

protocol. In this case, rewriting the address will not work because addresses

will no longer match after the translation.

Therefore, the traffic directed to the dark space must arrive at the NoAH

core unchanged. A more appropriate solution to this problem is tunneling.

The concept of tunneling is used mainly in virtual private networks. With

tunneling, every packet directed to the dark space of the organization is en-

capsulated in one or more packets and subsequently sent to the NoAH core.

Tunneling preserves the single packets as they are received by the tunnel

entry-point (no fragmentation is performed by the tunneling mechanism).

At the side of the NoAH core, the original packet is decapsulated by the

communication component and injected into the loopback interface. The

modified honeyd runs on the same physical machine and monitors the loop-

back and forwards the packets to the Argos backend. The response from

Argos follows the reverse procedure: it is encapsulated on the side of NoAH

core, decapsulated at the organization and then sent back to the original

sender.

3.3.3 Custom ssl server

All traffic received from our deployed sensors is tunneled to the NoAH core

and specifically to a host running the tunnel component, a custom ssl server.
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The tunnel component has several functions. First, it decapsulates all in-

coming packets from the network and then injects them in the loopback

interface which is monitored by a modified version of honeyd running on the

same host. After the attack is processed by the honeypots in the NoAH core,

all response packets are forwarded back to the ssl server. Then, the server

encapsulates all response packets from the honeypots and tunnels them back

to the sensor that received the attack.

3.3.4 Modified honeyd

Honeyd is the most popular low-interaction honeypot. In NoAH it has

two functions. First of all it is used as a filtering mechanism. Since high-

interaction honeypots are heavily instrumented machines, we need to offload

them as much as possible. Low-interaction honeypots are used as a front-

end to high-interaction honeypots. Honeyd has the appropriate properties

to play the role of the front-end and act as a filtering component. Filtering

is defined as any action done to prevent high-interaction machines from

being overloaded by packets that will not yield any useful information. As

a filtering component, honeyd can absorb any unestablished connections

without any overhead. It can also emulate certain services for specific ports.

The second function that honeyd plays in the NoAH infrastructure is

to forward all other connections from the deployed sensors to the backend

honeypots. The process of connection forwarding is called hand-off. To do

so, NoAH utilizes a modified version of honeyd. The hand-off is performed

when the connection with the attacker is established. Honeyd opens a socket

with Argos and sends all application data received by the attacker through

this socket. As application data, we define the TCP (or UDP) payload. To

avoid the overhead of creating a new connection for every incoming attack,

honeyd sets up a persistent socket with Argos.

The main problem of the hand-off process is that the low-interaction

honeypot and the Argos system have different IP addresses. In cases where

the application protocol embeds information about IP addresses, as is the

case with FTP passive, this mismatch on IP addresses will cause the ap-

plication to not work properly. To overcome this problem, honeyd replaces

all occurrences of its IP address inside packets (either in human readable

or binary format) with the IP address of the Argos system. Note that this

change cannot be applied generally in any protocol but works well for the

protocols we have tested; FTP, HTTP and SSH. Also encrypted protocols
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that require IP address information, like secure FTP, cannot be properly

handed-off.

3.4 Integration of Nepenthes and Amun

After having deployed the NoAH infrastrucutre for a long period, the need

for an easier to maintain and deploy core arose. In an attempt to make the

NoAH infrastructure easier to maintain and “tailor” it to our needs we chose

to replace Argos with Nepenthes. By replacing the high-interaction honey-

pot with a medium-interaction one, there would be no more need for the

low-interaction honeypot as a filtering mechanism. All incoming traffic could

be handled by Nepenthes and, thus, honeyd was redundant. By removing

the modified honeyd, we would also lose the component that performs the

“hand-off” between the ssl server and the honeypots. As mentioned before,

it is unreasonable to dedicate a physical machine for each sensor deployed.

Therefore there was need for a new mechanism that would perform the

“hand-off” and allow one honeypot to receive and handle traffic from multi-

ple sensors that may have multiple simultaneous connections with attackers.

We chose to modify our ssl server and utilize the Unix kernel firewall and

network interface, through the iptables, ip route and ifconfig utilities, for

these tasks.

For the integration of the Nepenthes honeypot into the NoAH core, we

had to modify the ssl server, the component that handles the incoming

connections from the deployed NoAH sensors. Specifically, we altered the

way the server maps connections from NoAH sensors to the interface where

they are “handed-off”, and and how it keeps state of these mappings. The

ssl server keeps two types of mappings. Each sensor is mapped to a private

/16 subnet, a mapping that doesn’t change through time, and is also stored

in a database. Each IP address monitored by that sensor that receives an

attack is dynamically mapped to an IP address of the /16 subnet, a mapping

that may change over time. Also the machine that Nepenthes runs on, needs

to be specially set-up so as to be able to handle the connections between

the attackers and sensors that are forwarded to the NoAH core. Next we

present how connections are handled by the new NoAH architecture.

The ssl server runs on a dedicated machine, equipped with two network

interface cards (NIC). One is assigned a public IP address, while the other

one is assigned a private IP address (10.0.0.1). It receives the encapsulated
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packets from all the deployed NoAH sensors, and its role is to decapsulate

the packets and perform the “hand-off” operation towards the Nepenthes

honeypot. In order to maintain the correct information regarding the tar-

geted IP address monitored by the sensor, the ssl server must maintain a

list of mappings from the targeted IP address to a virtual network interface

handled by Nepenthes.

Once a sensor first connects to the server, a unique mapping for that

sensor is created. All mappings are saved in a database and remain unaltered

over time. Since a sensor may monitor up to a /16 subnet, the ssl server

maps the sensor to a private /16 subnet (10.xx.0.0) and can, thus, maintain

the information of which dark IP address was targeted. Each monitored dark

space IP address that receives a connection is dynamically mapped to an

IP address of the corresponding private /16 subnet (10.xx.0.yy) which may

change over time. All connections received are forwarded to the mapped

private IP address on the NIC of the Nepenthes host.

The machine that hosts the Nepenthes honeypot, is also equipped with

two network interface cards. One is assigned a public IP address, while the

other one is assigned a private IP address (10.0.0.2). We create 251 virtual

interfaces on the second interface (from 10.0.0.3 to 10.0.0.253). Each virtual

interface will be assigned to one sensor. Thus, each Nepenthes host can

handle up to 251 sensors. The NIC with the private IP address has a direct

physical connection to the NIC (with a private address) on the machine

running the ssl server, for the server to be able to forward packets to that

private interface.

On the Nepenthes host, we use iptables to create a prerouting rule for

the (network-address-translation) NAT table, so as to have a NAT rule that

translates the packages sent from the ssl server (destined to a private IP

address 10.xx.0.yy) to a virtual interface (10.0.0.xx). This way we take ad-

vantage of the operating system’s embedded functionality and are able to

forward multiple connections from one sensor without losing any informa-

tion. Nepenthes will receive all connection information from a sensor on a

specific virtual interface, and create the appropriate response packages. The

NAT mechanism allows the handling of multiple connections to one sensor

by Nepenthes without losing the information of the original destination IP

address.

However, it is important to route the appropriate packets from Ne-
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penthes, through the private interface and not the public one which is the

default. Otherwise, the response packet will be sent to the attacker directly

from the Nepenthes host and not the honey@home sensor. Therefore, we

create 2 more iptable rules (one for TCP and one for UDP packets) that use

the mangle utility and mark all outgoing packets that have a source port

that belongs to the ports handled by Nepenthes with a special mark value

of 2. Then the ip route utility is used to create a routing policy that for-

wards all packets with a mark value of 2 to the private interface. Therefore,

only packets generated by Nepenthes as responses to attack traffic will be

tunneled back through the NoAH infrastructure, and not any other traffic

from the host. This allows the Nepenthes download modules to use the pub-

lic interface to download malware binaries, after extracting the appropriate

information from the attack traffic. For the ssl server to be able to receive

the packets from the private interface of the Nepenthes host, we run the arp

utility on its private interface.

An example of how connections are handled by the new architecture can

be seen in Figure 3.1. First, assume a honey@home client that monitors

10 consecutive IP addresses: from ”1.2.3.1” to ”1.2.3.10”. Next an attacker

with an IP address of ”5.6.7.8” sends an attack packet to the IP address

”1.2.3.4” which is handled by our honey@home sensor. Honey@home then

encapsulates the packet and tunnels it to the ssl server which has previously

authenticated the client. If the server has never received a forwarded packet

from the particular client it will create a new mapping from the client to

a virtual interface of the Amun host. Here it already has been mapped to

”10.3.0.0”. The ssl server then checks which IP address has been mapped

to the particular IP address monitored by honey@home. Here ”1.2.3.4”

has been mapped to ”10.3.0.20”. The ssl server decapsulates the packet and

changes the destination IP address to ”10.3.0.20” and sends the packet to the

private interface host running Amun. The NAT prerouting rule translates

the packet destination IP address to ”10.0.0.3” which belongs to one of the

virtual interfaces monitored by Amun. Amun will process the packet and

create a response packet. The iptables rule that marks all out-going packets

that have a source port monitored by Amun will initially mark the packet,

which will then be routed by ip route to the private interface. From there it

will be received by the ssl server since it runs an ARP daemon that answers

all arp requests. Next, ssl server will overwite the source IP address based on
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Figure 3.1: Example of a connection being forwarded to the NoAH core, and

handled by Nepenthes.

the mappings information, in this case with ”1.2.3.4”, encapsulate the packet

and tunnel it back to the honey@home sensor. The honey@home client will

decapsulate the packet and send it to the attacker. The attacker receives the

packet which she believes to have been generated by the vulnerable host.

After deploying Nepenthes, and monitoring the results over a period

of 4 months, we replaced it with Amun since it offers a larger selection

of vulnerability modules and is more up-to-date. Amun is very similar to

Nepenthes so there was no need for further changes to the NoAH architecture

for Amun to be integrated. All that had to be done was to include the extra

ports handled by Amun in the iptable rules. The measurements regarding

the received traffic being handled by Nepenthes and Amun are presented in

the next section.

The benefits from the modifications we performed are several. First,

and foremost, by removing Argos and honeyd and utilizing Amun and the
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Unix utilities, our infrastructure is much more stable, robust and scalable.

Next, we alleviated the problem of Argos’ administration overhead. Finally,

the Amun logging modules provide much more information both for known

attacks and unknown vulnerabilities.

3.5 Measurements

In this chapter we will present the results from integrating the Nepenthes

and Amun honeypots into the NoAH infrastructure. First we will present the

traffic handled by the Nepenthes honeypot during its 4 month deployment.

Next we will present the statistics of the traffic handled by Amun during its

2 month deployment.

3.5.1 Traffic handled by Nepenthes

The distribution of the conversations handled by Nepenthes are shown in

Figure 3.2. During the 4 month deployment period, March to July 2009,

Nepenthes handled a total of 498,689 conversations with attackers that tar-

geted the NoAH sensors. The maximum number of conversations handled

in one day was 84,697 which occured on the 16th of July.
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Figure 3.2: Conversations with attackers, handled by Nepenthes.

Table 3.1 presents the top 10 source countries of attackers that initiated

conversations with the NoAH sensors. The second column shows the aggre-

gated number of conversations, initiated from attackers placed in that coun-

try. For the geographic location of the attackers’ IP addresses we used the
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Country # Conversations

Greece 62,918

USA 62,453

Russia 49,076

Turkey 24,279

Germany 21,962

Canada 20,267

Brazil 20,057

China 17,503

Italy 17,080

Taiwan 16,907

Table 3.1: Top 10 source coun-

tries of attackers that targeted

the NoAH sensors.

IP Address # Conversations Country Days

89.19.15.18 18,855 Turkey 12

72.158.69.42 11,901 USA 2

207.182.157.2 10,358 USA 4

62.1.78.43 10,171 Greece 3

189.144.251.108 5,134 Mexico 2

80.73.6.161 4,814 Ukraine 1

164.77.152.10 4,156 Chile 1

118.173.19.140 3,734 Thailand 1

196.219.191.229 3,535 Egypt 5

67.246.220.245 3,408 USA 1

Table 3.2: Top 10 attackers that targeted the

NoAH sensors.

MaxMind 2 database. The aggregated conversations from these 10 countries

amount to 62.6% of the total conversations handled by Nepenthes. Further-

more, the results are somewhat unexpected. While we expected Greece and

the US to be among the top countries in the list, China ranks 8th which is

much lower than expected.

In Table 3.2 we can see the statistics of the top attackers for the whole

duration of the Nepenthes deployment period. An interest observation is

that while most attackers were active only for a few days, which indicates

that the attackers’ IP addresses changed afterwards or the machine might

have been “disinfected”, the top source IP address targeted our sensors on

twelve distinct days over a period of 6 weeks.

In Figure 3.3 we can see which ports were targeted the most by attack-

ers. Port 445 was the destination port for over 385 thousand conversations

initiated by attackers. This port is technically known as “SMB over IP” and

consists a significant threat for users, since attackers can exploit vulnera-

bilities and silently upload and run any programs of their choosing without

the computer’s owners ever being aware. Second we can see that port 80,

the standard port for websites, attracted over 49 thousand conversations.

Websites may have a lot of different security issues. These holes can allow

an attacker to gain either administrative access to the website, or even the

web server itself. Next, port 139 which is used for TCP NetBIOS connec-

tions was attacked more than 33 thousand times. Port 139 is one of the

2http://www.maxmind.com/app/geolitecity
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Figure 3.3: Top 10 destination ports that received the most traffic by attackers.

most common ports targeted by attackers, and so we would expect to find it

at a higher rank. Attacks targeting port 1434 are most likely due to worms

probing for vulnerable Microsoft SQL servers.
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Figure 3.4: Binaries collected by Nepenthes.

In Figure 3.4 we can see the unique malware binaries collected by Ne-

penthes during the 4 month deployment period. Overall, 41 unique samples

of malicious software were downloaded from Nepenthes based on information

extracted from the incoming attack traffic. The largest number of unique

samples downloaded in one day, was on the 27th of March when 5 different

binaries were downloaded by Nepenthes.

Table 3.3 shows the countries of origin of the attackers from which Ne-
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Country # Binaries Country # Binaries

Japan 10 Netherlands 1

USA 9 Italy 1

Taiwan 5 Israel 1

Germany 3 Honk Kong 1

France 2 Greece 1

Spain 2 United Kingdom 1

Canada 2 Denmark 1

Venezuela 1

Table 3.3: Source countries of attackers that sent malware binaries.

penthes was able to extract information and download malware binaries.

Attackers traced back to Japan sent the most unique binaries, while attack-

ers from the US sent 9 unique binaries. It is surprising, once again, that no

new binaries were received from attackers located in China.

3.5.2 Traffic handled by Amun

The distribution of the conversations handled by Amun are shown in Figure

3.5. During the 2 month deployment period, from the end of July to Septem-

ber 2009, Amun handled a total of 153,082 conversations with attackers that

targeted the NoAH sensors. The maximum number of conversations han-

dled in one day was 22,268 which occured on the 17th of September. We

must note that during August, a large number of the NoAH sensors were

down, resulting in a inaccurate view of the attack landscape for that period.
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Figure 3.5: Conversations with attackers, handled by Amun.
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Country # Conversations

USA 56,297

Russia 22,807

Taiwan 18,846

Argentina 9,325

Japan 6,656

Malaysia 4,193

Moldova 3,474

Portugal 3,059

Bulgaria 2,663

China 2,362

Table 3.4: Top 10 source coun-

tries of attackers that targeted

the NoAH sensors, and were han-

dled by Amun.

IP Address # Conversations Country Days

99.14.215.83 14,495 USA 1

173.24.92.207 7,862 USA 2

89.178.247.14 7,279 Russia 1

63.151.109.189 7,260 USA 2

114.137.101.25 5,327 Taiwan 2

122.125.98.156 4,851 Taiwan 1

190.50.56.118 3,798 Argentina 1

96.243.101.211 3,743 USA 3

190.176.42.29 3,626 Argentina 1

12.183.171.197 3,580 USA 2

Table 3.5: Top 10 attackers that targeted the

NoAH sensors, and were handled by Amun.

Table 3.4 presents the top 10 source countries of attackers that initiated

conversations with the NoAH sensors. The aggregated conversations from

these 10 countries amount to 84.8% of the total conversations handled by

Amun. Results show that the United States are the country that initiated

the largest number of conversations with the NoAH sensors. During this

period the number of attacks received from Greece are negligible. China

ranks 10th which is again much lower than expected and quite surprising.

In Table 3.5 we can see the statistics of the top attackers for the whole

duration of the Amun deployment period. It is interesting to note that all top

attackers were active for a few days, and in all cases they were consecutive.

This differs from the previous results from the first collection period where

the same IP addresses were seen across several non consecutive days.

In Figure 3.6 we can see which ports were targeted the most by attackers.

Port 445 was again the most targeted port receiving over 130,000 conver-

sations initiated by attackers. The second most popular port is again port

80 which attracted over 11 thousand conversations. The hierarchy of the

popular ports is very similar to that presented in the previous section with

the top ports being the same. However, we can identify two new ports.

Attack traffic targeting port 2967 exploits a vulnerability in the Symantec

antivirus. Attacks with a destination port of 3127 are very popular amongst

worms.

In Figure 3.7 we can see all malware binaries collected by Amun during
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Figure 3.7: Binaries collected by Amun.

the 2 month deployment period. The green portion of the bars indicate the

number of malware samples received on that day, that had not been collected

by Amun before. Overall, 60 samples of malicious software were downloaded

from Amun based on information extracted from the incoming attack traffic,

36 of which had not been collected before. The largest number of unique

samples downloaded in one day, was on the 23rd of July when 5 different

binaries were downloaded by Amun, while the day with largest number of

malware samples overall was on the 29th of August with 9 samples totally.

Table 3.6 shows the countries of origin of the attackers from which Amun

was able to extract information and download malware binaries. Attackers

traced back to the Republic of Korea sent the most binaries, reaching a total

of 27. This comes as a shock, because the Republic of Korea had not sent

any malware before, but managed to send a total of 27 samples on 5 different
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Country # Binaries Country # Binaries

Republic of Korea 27 Japan 4

China 9 Canada 1

Russia 8 Taiwan 1

Iran 5 Sweden 1

USA 4

Table 3.6: Source countries of attackers that sent malware binaries.

days. During this period we received 9 malware samples from China, and

we also received samples from countries that had not sent malware to our

infrastructure while Nepenthes handled incoming traffic, such as Iran.
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HoneyBuddy

In this chapter we present HoneyBuddy, the active honeypot system we

designed after identifying new trends in the way attackers deploy their ma-

licious schemes. Our goal was to design and deploy a system that would

acquire information regarding cyber-attacks that use new channels for prop-

agating. This would help in further expanding the attack information and

malware samples we acquire from the NoAH project after the integration of

the Amun honeypot.

Instant messaging is one of the most popular Internet activities. Accord-

ing to an older survey [10], more than 82 million people in Europe and 69

million people in North America use an instant messenger. A more recent

study by Leskovec et al. [41] reveals that the number of MSN messenger

(the most popular IM client) users has reached 240 million, with 7 billion

exchanged messages per day. Reports estimate over 400 million registered

Skype users [23], and 2.1 billion instant messages sent per day by AIM

users[5].

The large user-base and the fact that IM is a near real-time form of com-

munication, in contrast to other forms such as e-mail, make IM networks an

attractive platform for attackers to launch their campaigns. Attackers either

exploit vulnerabilities of the IM client software, or steal account information

29
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through phishing schemes. Once a user account has been compromised, the

attack propagates by targeting the victim’s contacts. The attack vectors

are either file transfers or instant messages that contain URLs of websites

controlled by the attacker. As users tend to trust content sent from their

contacts, the probability of users accepting the transfer or clicking the URL

is higher than in the case of traditional phishing campaigns or malicious

websites.

4.1 Attacks on Instant Messaging networks

The high population of IM networks makes them an attractive target for

attackers that try to exploit them for malicious purposes, such as spreading

malware and scamming. We identify four different scenarios of attacks on

IM networks.

Malware infection. Recent malware instances [32] can attach to a

victim’s instant messaging client and start sending URLs that point to ma-

licious websites, or spread themselves by sending executables. In the most

common case the malware instance logs in to the IM network, randomly

selects users from the victim’s contact list, sends the malicious URLs or files

and then immediately logs out. In order to be more appealing to poten-

tial victims, the URLs point to domains whose name contains the username

of the recipient, for example http://contact_username.party-pics.com .

All attack campaigns we have detected send messages in English. However,

we believe that attackers will soon send localized messages, as is the case

with one localized phishing site that we have detected.

Compromised accounts. Attackers can also use compromised cre-

dentials to log in as several different users and flood users that are in the

victims’ contact lists. Many services, like MSN, use unified credentials for

e-mail and instant messaging, making life easier for attackers. Attackers

can harvest IM accounts either by setting up phishing sites for the service,

by planting key-loggers or through social engineering. A relatively known

attack campaign is that of websites advertising a service that can reveal to

users if someone has blocked them. If the user enters her IM credentials

in the website, she is redirected to another domain where nothing happens.

Later on, the phishing site owner logs in as the user and sends messages to

the victim’s contact list.
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Exploiting weak privacy settings. Even in the absence of malware

infection or stolen credentials, some messengers provide the option to allow

incoming messages from people who are not in the user’s contact list. We

tested the latest client versions of the most popular IM services: MSN live

messenger, Skype, Yahoo and AIM. MSN live messenger is the only IM

client we tested that has a privacy setting enabled by default that blocks

messages from accounts not contained in the contact list. Skype, Yahoo

and AIM by default allow anyone to send instant messages to our account,

but this setting can be opted-out. Attackers exploit these settings to send

unsolicited messages to IM users.

Exploiting client software. IM client software suffers from the prob-

lem of monocultures. Once an exploit is discovered, then automatically

millions of clients can be infected immediately [31]. While in the case of

malware infection exploits take advantage of the IM client to spread, this

case involves the attack where the IM client is used to infect the rest of the

machine.

4.2 Design and implementation

HoneyBuddy was designed taking into consideration the attack scenarios

described in section 4.1. In contrast to previous work, HoneyBuddy does

not use modified versions of open source alternatives. It rather uses the

latest version of the original clients, the same software most users install.

The main reason for this choice is that direct attacks on IM client software

will be detected. The basic concept behind HoneyBuddy is to add random

accounts to a decoy IM account and monitor the incoming connections.

As HoneyBuddy is in fact a honeypot, any incoming communication is by

default suspicious. For our prototype we chose the MSN service due to

its popularity. However, the design of HoneyBuddy is generic enough to

allow the fast implementation of other services as well, like AIM, Skype and

Yahoo messengers. Furthermore, MSN live messenger 2009 inter-operates

with Yahoo, and is planned to introduce interoperability with Google Talk,

AIM and other services, rendering our architecture deployable to all major

instant messaging services. All deployed messengers run in a fully patched

Windows XP SP3 system.
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4.2.1 Architecture

HoneyBuddy has three main components; a harvesting module, a script-

based engine that handles the MSN messenger clients and the inspection

module.

The harvesting module is responsible for gathering accounts that will

later be added to the decoy accounts. All harvested accounts are inserted

in CTT files (MSN contact files) that are imported in the messengers and

all accounts listed are automatically invited. Another way is to search for

e-mail addresses that belong to the @hotmail.com and @live.com domains.

Other potential sources are sites where users advertise their MSN account,

such as [14]. A more advanced method is to harvest account names from

popular social networking sites.

The script-based engine starts the messengers and invites all contacts

gathered from the harvesting module. Based on the AutoIt software [6] , we

can automatically start the application, import CTT files and invite other

accounts to our friend list. The AutoIT software allows the manipulation of

the windows of an application the same way a user would manually click,

monitor the status of the application and check for new windows (in order

to check for incoming messages). When an incoming message comes and

includes a request for a file transfer, the engine automatically accepts the

transfer. As each messenger can only have a limited number of friends in

its contact list, it is preferable to run multiple messengers. For resource

efficiency reasons, we used MSN Polygamy [18] in order to run multiple

MSN messengers on a single platform without the need of virtual machines.

The inspection module monitors the logs of the messengers for malicious

URLs. It additionally checks the default download folder for new file trans-

fers. An interesting finding is that we received URLs and malware in the

Hotmail inboxes of our accounts. Thus, we extended the inspection module

to also fetch and analyze e-mails, so as to extract URLs and attachments.

All malicious URLs are stored in a database and are queried every one hour

to check their uptime status.

4.2.2 Contact sources

We used two major sources for finding and adding contacts. The first one

was queries for contact files and e-mail accounts belonging to the @hot-

mail.com and @live.com domains. Simple queries like “filetype:ctt msn” or
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Figure 4.1: Number of friend invitations sent and number of accepted invitations,

per decoy account.
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Figure 4.2: Number of invitations our decoy accounts received and accepted after

being advertised on messengerfinder.com

“inurl:’@hotmail.com” were able to provide us with thousands of contacts.

We also harvested e-mail accounts from other popular sites like buddyfetch.

com[7], from which we extracted 38,000 hotmail addresses. Overall, we have

invited 14,912 contacts to become friends with our accounts. 3,012 of those

(20%) accepted our invitation. The exact number of invitations and accep-

tances per decoy account is displayed in Figure 4.1. The five decoy accounts

denoted in Figure 4.1 as decoy accounts 14 to 18, sent a thousand invitations

each, to addresses extracted from buddyfetch.com. We plan on adding the

remaining accounts to our system in the near future. More advanced meth-

ods of harvesting [22] can be based on popular social networking sites like

Facebook. By crawling such networks, one can collect IM accounts from
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Figure 4.3: Classification of collected URLs

accessible profile pages.

Other potential sources are sites where users advertise their MSN ac-

count, such as messengerfinder [14]. The messengerfinder site contains

more than 25,000 active messenger contacts that are advertised by their

owners for social networking purposes. We advertised our accounts on this

site and instructed our honeypot messengers to accept any friend request.

So far, we have added 3,505 contacts while this number increases daily. The

exact number of contacts per decoy account is shown in Figure 4.2.

4.3 Collected data analysis

In this section we provide an analysis of data collected by the HoneyBuddy

infrastructure, from the 27th of February to the 16th of September 2009,

unless stated otherwise. Despite the technical simplicity of our system,

we were surprised by the fact that popular defense mechanisms had not

detected the majority of our collected data. During the collection period,

the HoneyBuddy infrastructure collected 6,966 unique URLs that belong to

742 unique top-level domains.

During the first weeks of HoneyBuddy operation we were able to fetch

all URLs through the wget tool. However, malicious sites changed their

behavior to avoid these fetches. Their pages now serve an obfuscated piece

of Javascript code that changes the window location to a URL like http://

www.malicious.com/?key=<randomkeyhere>. If a user has not visited the

page with the key, then all subsequent requests are ignored and eventually
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Figure 4.4: CDF of uptime of URLs per category

her IP address is blocked for 24 hours. This behavioral change has forced

us to fetch URLs through the Crowbar [9] environment that allows running

javascript scrapers against a DOM to automate web sites scraping.

Our first step was to provide a simple classification for those URLs. Our

five major categories were phishing, porn, dating, adware 1 and malware.

The results are summarized in Figure 4.3. 1,933 of the URLs in 142 top-

level domains were phishing for MSN accounts, 1,240 were porn, 567 were

dating services and 251 sites were adware. While porn, dating and adware

can be considered as harmless, the phishing sites pose a security danger for

users. Furthermore, 77 URLs redirected to executable files or to pages that

contained a direct link to a “.exe” or “.scr” file. We classify these URLs as

malware.

We also spotted several sites that advertise subscription-based services

for mobile phones. When the users enter their mobile phone number, they

receive a subscription request. Once they subscribe to the service, they get

charged for receiving SMS messages. These sites claim to give away free

mobile devices to the subscribers of the service or promote quiz games that

may attract victims, such as love calculators etc. These sites are highly

localized. We visited them from different geographic locations using the

Planetlab infrastructure [21] and got different pages in the language of the

1We characterize sites that promote third-party addons for the MSN messenger (like

extra winks, emoticons etc.) as adware sites
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origin country. An interesting fact is that when the site cannot find the

geolocation of the user, it redirects her to an MSN phishing site.

Our second step was to analyze the uptime of the collected URLs. The

uptime graph can be seen in Figure 4.4. On average, a site is functional

approximately for 240 hours (10 days). We also plotted the uptime graph

for each category. We notice that porn and MSN phishing sites present

much higher uptime than adware and unclassified sites. Half of the MSN

phishing sites were alive for up to 250 hours (ten and a half days), while

adware present a shorter lifetime of up to 80 hours (three and a half days).

4.3.1 MSN phishing

Attackers try to gather MSN credentials by tricking the user into entering

her MSN e-mail and password in a bogus site. These sites falsely advertise

a service that will reveal to the user which accounts from her contact list

have blocked her. To validate that these phishing sites actually steal user

credentials, we created several MSN accounts and entered them into the

phishing sites. Each account had one of our decoy accounts as a friend.

The decoy account received messages from the stolen MSN accounts that

advertised the phishing site. However, the attackers did not change the

passwords of any of the compromised accounts.

All phishing sites we visited shared one of three different “looks”. We

analyzed the source HTML code of all the three “looks” and there was abso-

lutely zero difference among the pages with the same look. This means the

phishing pages with the same look had the exact same size and contained

the same images and forms. This indicates that the majority of the different

phishing campaigns might be deployed by a number of collaborating attack-

ers. We also detected a localized phishing site which contained translated

content, a technique used in e-mail spam campaigns[24]. The number of syn-

tactical and grammatical errors revealed that the text translation was done

automatically. For the time being, simple string matching for specific text

segments is efficient for detecting these sites. Another detection mechanism

is to query the various URL blacklists.

We queried the Google blacklist through the Google Safe Browsing API

[11] to check if it included the phishing sites we discovered. From the 142

unique top-level domains (TLD) that hosted phishing sites and were detected

by HoneyBuddy, only 11 were listed by Google blacklist. That means that

93% of the domains captured by HoneyBuddy were not listed elsewhere,
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making HoneyBuddy an attractive solution for MSN phishing detection.

The average delay from when our system detected one of the 11 sites until it

was included in the Google blacklist was around two weeks, leaving a time

window of 15 days for attackers to trick users. Firefox, one of the most

popular browsers uses the Google Safe Browsing API as an anti-phishing

measure. We also compared our findings with the blacklist maintained by

SURBL [26] and URLblacklist.com [27]. SURBL detected only 1 out of the

142 MSN phishing domains (0.7%) and none of the adware domains. None

of the phishing or adware sites were listed by URLblacklist.com.

A very interesting fact was that when resolved, all the unique top level

domains translated to a much smaller number of unique IP addresses. This

fact confirms our initial theory that all these phishing campaigns lead to

a limited number of collaborating attackers. To further investigate this

behavior, we conducted an experiment for a period of almost two months,

presented in Section 4.4.

4.3.2 Malware sample analysis

In this section we provide an analysis of the malware collected by the Hon-

eyBuddy infrastructure, from the 1st to the 31st of March 2009. Our infras-

tructure collected 19 unique malware samples. We distinguish the malware

collected by the HoneyBuddy infrastructure into two categories, the direct

malware set and the indirect malware set. We present the two categories

and proceed to further analyze the collected samples.

The first category contains malware samples collected either through di-

rect file transfers (uncommon case) or by visiting URLs that were redirected

to executable files. In the case of the URLs, the e-mail account of the victim

was always appended as a parameter to make it look more realistic. In some

cases attackers used popular keywords, like Facebook.

The second category, the indirect one, contains malware samples col-

lected in two types of cases. In the first case, users are presented with a web

page that alerts them that they need to download the latest version of the

“adobe flash plugin” so as to play a certain video strip, and are prompted

to download the installer which is, obviously, malware. In the second case,

users are redirected to a page prompting them to install a screen saver. This

“.scr” file they are prompted to download and install is a malicious file that

infects the machine upon execution.

Due to the small volume of files, we were able to manually check these
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Figure 4.5: Detection delay of collected samples compared to the VirusTotal

database. 21% of the samples were previously unseen, while 26% were collected the

same day they entered the VirusTotal database.

files using the Anubis analysis center [4]. All of them were characterized as

dangerous , while some of them were bots that connected to an IRC C&C

server.

In order to verify how original our samples are, we submitted them to the

VirusTotal [29] service. VirusTotal is a large malware collection center with

the primary goal of providing a free online virus and malware scan report for

uploaded samples. Every day VirusTotal receives around 100,000 samples.

Four collected samples had not been seen by VirusTotal before, that is 21%

of our samples were previously unseen malware instances. Figure 4.5 shows

the relative detection delay compared to the date the samples entered the

VirusTotal database. The base bar of the stack graph (solid white) shows

how many samples were detected with a delay of one or more days, the

middle bar (solid black) displays the number of samples that were detected

the same day as VirusTotal while the top bar shows the number of samples

not included in the VirusTotal database. Five samples (26%) were collected

the same day they entered the VirusTotal database, while the maximum

detection delay was five days.

We also checked the VirusTotal analysis reports for the collected samples.

42% of the samples were detected by half of the anti-virus engines, while

the maximum detection rate was 77%. However, the dates of the analysis

reports were one month after the collection date as we did not submit the

samples the day they were captured. The one month delay means higher
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Figure 4.6: Cumulative distribution function of detection rate for collected sam-

ples based on VirusTotal reports. 42% of the samples were detected by 50% of the

anti-virus engines.

detection rates for the anti-virus engines as they update their signature files

daily. Even in that case, it can be observed that there are samples that

are recognized by only one third of the anti-virus products. The cumulative

distribution function of detection rates can be seen in Figure 4.6.

4.3.3 Mailbox Analysis

In this section we present an analysis of the emails we found in the mailboxes

of our decoy accounts. Our analysis focuses on two aspects of the incoming

emails. First, whether the body of the email contains any URLs and, second,

whether the email contains any attachments. The decoy accounts received

a total of 4,209 emails, 403 of which contained a total of 1,136 attachments.

The emails contained 5,581 URLs which were passed to our classifier. The

goal of the classification was to only identify phishing URLs and URLs that

downloaded malware. 26 of the received URLs belonged to phishing domains

while 7 downloaded malware samples.

While the majority of the attachments were pictures, several were win-

dows media files and office documents. We checked the VirusTotal database

for the MD5 hashes of the files but found no matches. This was expected,

since hotmail scans incoming emails for malware and blocks executables.

The most interesting attachments were two “.zip” files. Once extracted,

the zip files returned a “.lnk” file. Upon inspection, we found that the files

were command line scripts that connect to an FTP site and download and

execute malicious software. For a more detailed analysis of the file refer to
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Figure 4.7: Number of distinct phishing domains and the IP addresses they resolve

to over time.

this report by F-Secure [12].

4.4 Hosting analysis

The fact that all the top-level domains of the URLs collected from our

initial experiment translated to a very small number of IP addresses, urged

us to conduct a new experiment that might reveal more information. For

a period of 50 days during July and August of 2009, we periodically ran

nslookup for each of the unique top level domains our system had collected

up to that moment, in order to gather more information regarding how and

where attackers host phishing and malware-distributing domains. Here we

present the results for each category of domains separately and highlight

their particular behavior.

The experiment gave us further insight in regards to the small number

of IP addresses that host a multitude of phishing campaigns. All top level

domains translated to one or two IP addresses, while 98% of them translated

to only one. Furthermore, ten of the top level domains belonged to fast-flux

networks and translated to a different set of IP addresses each time. In

Figure 4.7 we can see that during the first days of the experiment, all 101

top-level domains translated to only 14 different IP addresses. The TLDs

that belonged to fast-flux networks are excluded from the graphs. This

behavior is consistent throughout the duration of the experiment and as
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Figure 4.8: Number of distinct malware-distributing domains and the IP addresses

they resolve to over time.

new domains were added only a small number of new unique IP addresses

appeared.

Next we wanted to track down the country where the domains were

hosted. We used the MaxMind2 database. In Figure 4.9 we can see the

breakdown of the percentages of the countries that hosted the top level

domains. Honk Kong ranks first hosting 26% of the domains, while the

United states follow with 22%. A surprising result is that only 13% of the

domains were hosted in China, which is quite lower than what we would

expect based on reports [25].

Next we present the results from the experiment regarding domains that

distribute malware. Our initial goal was to investigate whether the top level

domains of the malware-distributing websites also translate to only a small

number of IP addresses.

In Figure 4.8 we present the results from this experiment. We can see

that in the case of the URLs that contain malware, the top level domains

translated to different IP addresses. Unlike the phishing domains, here each

top level domain translated to a different IP address, and only one to three

IP addresses overlapped at each moment in time. The IP address that hosted

three malware-distributing domains also hosted one of the phishing domains

and was located in the United States. None of the other IP addresses hosted

2http://www.maxmind.com/app/geolitecity
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both a malware-distributing and a phishing domain. The nslookup operation

for all the top level domains returned only one IP address, and only one of

the domains belonged to a fast-flux network pointing to a different address

each time. Since the IP addresses that host phishing domains are more likely

to be blacklisted, this result is not surprising. Another interesting fact is

that none of the top level domains is in both of the sets, meaning that

none of the domains hosted a phishing site and simultaneously distributed

malware.

Similarly to the phishing domains, we wanted to trace the country where

the malware-distributing domains were hosted. In Figure 4.10 we can see

the breakdown of the percentages of the countries. The United States were

responsible for hosting the majority of the domains that distribute malware

through IM traffic, reaching almost 86%. The remaining three countries,

Canada Germany and the Netherlands, hosted an equal amount of domains.

Once again, it is surprising that China did not host any of the domains

caught by our infrastructure.

4.5 Attacker profile

In this section we present statistics and observations in an effort to outline

the behavior of IM attackers and recognize different strategy patterns.

First of all, in Figure 4.11 we present the number of unique compromised

accounts that had sent URLs to our decoy accounts over time. We can see

that the plot line follows a sub-linear curve, with almost 100 new accounts
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Figure 4.11: Number of compromised accounts that contacted our decoy accounts

over time.

contacting us each month. This indicates that over time legitimate users

still follow malicious URLs sent by compromised “buddies” and in turn get

infected too.

In Figure 4.12 we can see the CDF plot of the number of URLs sent by

each compromised account to our infrastructure throughout the duration of

the experiment. One should note that approximately 25% of the compro-

mised accounts sent only one URL and 40% up to two URLS. Based on

the numbers we can identify one possible strategy that attackers choose to

follow.

Even though some of these accounts/hosts may have been dis-infected

before sending us another URL, it is improbable that all of them were

“cleaned up”. Therefore, this might indicate a cautious behavior on be-

half of the attackers. With 55% of the compromised accounts sending up

to 4 URLs and 75% sending less than 20, it is evident that one strategy

that attackers follow is to avoid aggressive spamming behaviors so as not

to raise suspicions among the compromised accounts’ contacts. Such ag-

gressive behaviors could alert the user and lead to the dis-infection of the

account/machine. However, this cautious behavior could also be attributed

to technical reasons. If the attack is propagated through a worm that infects

the client, then a low rate of worm propagation would be used so as not to

trigger antivirus or intrusion detection systems.
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Figure 4.12: CDF of the number of URLs sent by compromised accounts to our

decoy accounts.

Furthermore, approximately 12% of the attackers sent at least 100 URLs

to our decoy accounts. This aggressive strategy of massively dispatching

spam messages, indicates a category of attackers that don’t try to remain

beneath a certain threshold. This can also be attributed to technical rea-

sons. Specifically, amongst the top ten compromised accounts that sent us

the largest number of URLs, we found all the victim accounts whose creden-

tials we had entered in phishing sites. Therefore, the attackers use tools to

send messages from these compromised accounts without relying on worms

that infect the IM client software. Thus, we can recognize a second more ag-

gressive strategy, where it is not necessary for attackers to adopt a stealthy

propagation rate.

Finally, it is interesting to note that attackers send URLs from all the

categories, as well as malware, and do not focus on one specific type.

4.6 MyIMhoneypot, a detection service

In this section we present an overview of existing defense measures, and pro-

pose a service for the early detection of attacks targeting instant messaging

networks. The existing defense mechanisms deployed by instant messaging

service providers and other vendors, are insufficient for protecting users from

the threats presented in Section 4.1. Anti-virus products that scan files re-

ceived from instant messaging file-transfers fail to identify all malware used
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by IM attackers, as shown by our findings. Anti-virus vendors could pro-

vide more up-to-date signatures for IM malware by deploying HoneyBuddy

for the early collection of such malware. Pop up messages from IM client

software that alert users of phishing, that are triggered by all messages that

contain a URL even if it is benign, are ineffective since users tend to ignore

warnings that are presented even for well-known benign URLs. We propose

that clients should correlate received URLs with blacklists and alert users

only when they belong to malicious domains.

We present our client-side mechanism that is orthogonal to existing de-

fense mechanisms; myIMhoneypot, an early detection service that can in-

form users if their accounts or IM clients have been compromised. IM attacks

try to spread through the victim’s contact list by sending either URLs or

files to the victim’s friends. Any user that wants to check if her account is

compromised registers with the myIMhoneypot service. Upon registration,

the service creates a unique IM honeypot account (for example, a new MSN

account that will be used as a decoy account) and informs the user to add

that honeypot account to her contact list. As the user will never start a

conversation with the honeypot account but an IM attacker will (with great

probability), the user can check if something is wrong by visiting the website

of the service and checking the conversation logs with her unique honeypot

account. If there are entries in the conversation log of her decoy account

then there is a strong indication that her IM client or credentials have been

compromised.

The reason that a unique IM account must be created per user is twofold.

First, if the service has only one or a few honeypot accounts then they can be

easily blacklisted (recall that anyone can subscribe to the service, including

attackers). The attacker should not be able to distinguish whether a contact

is a decoy account or not. The service creates accounts with human-like

nicknames. Second, the attacker can try to hack into the service’s accounts

once she knows the user is a subscriber. Using a unique honeypot per user

makes the attacker’s life a lot harder. The attacker cannot correlate common

friends across accounts and has to try to compromise all the accounts in the

user’s contact list. Even if she does that, most IM services (at least MSN

and AIM) do not keep conversation logs at the server side so she cannot find

her spam messages in the logs of decoy accounts.

The attacker could guess the decoy accounts by checking the locally
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Figure 4.13: A screenshot of the log presented to a user whose IM account has

been compromised.

stored conversation logs. Normally, a user will have conversations with all

members of her contact list except the honeypot account. Therefore, the

attacker could avoid sending messages to accounts for which no conversation

logs were found. This attack can be easily circumvented by planting a fake

conversation log on the user’s side.

The myIMhoneypot service has a limitation. For each registered user, a

new IM account must be created in order to be used as a decoy. This process

involves the solution of CAPTCHAs [8] which prevents us from making it

completely automatic. Although we could claim that MyIMhoneypot is a

legal case for laundering CAPTCHAs, we did not implement it for obvious

reasons. For the time being, we manually create decoy accounts. However,

we propose that this service should be implemented by each IM provider

as a means of protection for its users. We implemented a prototype of

myIMhoneypot for the MSN platform. We call it myMSNhoneypot and it

can be found at http://mymsnhoneypot.dyndns.org.



5
Related Work

Collapsar[39] proposes a decentralized architecture composed of a large num-

ber of honeypots deployed in different network domains. This approach tries

to address the problem of centralized honeypot farms having a limited view

of Internet activity. The core idea of Collapsar is to deploy traffic redirectors

in multiple network domains and examine the redirected traffic in a central-

ized farm of honeypots. This approach has the benefit that we can deploy

honeypots in many networks without the need of honeypot experts on each

network. All the processing and detection logic is done in the centralized

honeypot farm, also referred as the Collapsar center. The second part is

the front-end of the Collapsar center. It receives encapsulated packets from

redirectors, decapsulates them and dispatches them to the honeypots of the

Collapsar center. It also takes responses from the honeypots and forwards

them to the originating redirectors. Upon receipt, redirectors will inject the

responses into their network. In that way, an attacker has the sense that it

is communicating with a host in the network of the redirector but in real-

ity she is communicating with the Collapsar center. However, the front-end

does more than packet dispatching. Its role is also to assure that traffic from

the honeypots will not attack other hosts on the Internet. To prevent such

malicious activities, it introduces three assurance models: logging, tarpiting

47
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and correlation. The logging module is embedded in the honeypot’s guest

OS as well as the log storage in the physical machine’s host OS in order to

be invisible to the attacker. The tarpiting module throttles outgoing traffic

from honeypots by limiting the transmission rate and also scrutinizes outgo-

ing traffic based on known attack signatures. Snort-inline is responsible for

performing this task. Snort-inline is a modified version of Snort[49], a very

popular intrusion detection system. While Snort is a system that passively

monitors traffic, Snort-inline intercepts traffic and prevents malicious traffic

from being delivered to the protected network. The correlation module is

able to detect network scanning by correlating traffic from honeypots that

logically belong to different production networks.

The last part of the architecture is the Collapsar center. The center is a

farm of high-interaction honeypots. Honeypots run services inside a virtual

machine and have the same network configuration as other hosts in the

production network, that is the hosts running the redirectors. The virtual

machines used are VMware and UML, with UML being more preferable due

to the fact that it is open-source and allows better customization, especially

for network virtualization issues.

We can identify two major drawbacks in the approach proposed by Col-

lapsar. The first one is that redirectors need a dedicated machine that

communicates with a predefined set of front-ends, imposing administrative

overhead for the maintenance of the redirector. Furthermore, it implies a

level of trust between the redirectors and the Collapsar center. Once the

identity of the front-ends is known, they are susceptible to direct attacks and

the redirectors become useless. The second drawback is that traffic redirec-

tion adds almost double latency, according to the paper’s measurements,

which helps attackers in identifying redirectors, e.g. by correlating response

times from the redirector and other machines in its production network.

Honeypot farms usually require a large number of physical machines in

order to run a few tens of virtual machines. Virtual machines in fact con-

sume a large amount of physical memory and processing power and it is

hard to run more than ten on the same physical machine. The Potemkin

approach[52] proposes an architecture that overcomes this problem and im-

proves honeypot scalability. The Potemkin architecture is based on two key

observations. The first one is that most of a honeypot’s processor cycles

are wasted idling, as they usually wait for an adversary to connect to them.
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The second one is that, even when serving a request, most of a honeypot’s

memory is also idle.

Based on their design, a virtual machine monitor (VMM) runs on each

physical machine. When a packet arrives for a new IP address, the VMM

spawns a new virtual machine with that address. This way, we have a

virtual machine running only when needed, that is on a per-request basis.

However, spawning a new VM for each request is an expensive operation. To

reduce this overhead, the flash cloning technique is used in the Potemkin

architecture. After the the first VM instance boots, a snapshot of this

environment is taken. This snapshot is then used to derive subsequent VM

images. The process responsible for VM cloning is the cloning manager. It

instructs Xen to create a VM based on the reference snapshot. After the VM

is created and successfully resumed, the clone manager instructs the guest

operating system to change its IP address based on the destination address

of the request. During the cloning process the VMM stores packets destined

for the VM. After the cloning process is finished, packets are flushed to the

VM. Per-request VM cloning solves the problem of wasted processor time

spent by a honeypot on waiting for requests. To overcome the problem of

large memory consumption, the delta virtualization technique is used. The

notion behind delta virtualization is that most of the memory pages among

VMs are common, for example pages of operating system, and thus can be

shared. This technique follows the copy-on-write approach for pages that

need to be changed by a VM.

Leurre.com[13] is a distributed honeypot environment that operates a

broad network of honeypots covering around 30 countries. Honeypots run a

modified version of honeyd and emulate three different operating systems;

two from the Windows family (98 and NT server) and Redhat 7.3. Traffic

and security logs are retrieved daily and stored into a centralized database.

Apart from logs, raw traffic is also analyzed, mainly to derive information

about attackers and specifically IP geographical location, DNS names, OS

fingerprinting and TCP stream analysis. In the Leurre.com terminology, a

single host running the modified honeyd is called a platform. As honeyd

emulates three operating systems, each platform needs 3 dark IP addresses

to listen to. These IP addresses are consecutive and each emulated OS is

assigned to listen to one of them. The reason for listening to consecutive

IP addresses is to identify attackers that scan subnets. If all three emulated
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OSes are contacted by an attacker, it is a strong indication of scanning.

Participants in the Leurre.com project need to deploy a platform and in

return they are granted access to the centralized database.

Provos et al. in [35] propose an architecture that combines the scala-

bility of low-interaction systems with the interactivity of high-interaction

ones. The architecture consists of three components: low-interaction (or

lightweight) honeypots, high-interaction honeypots and a command and

control mechanism. The role of low-interaction honeypots is to filter out

uninteresting traffic. Connections that have not been established (the 3-

way handshake was not completed) or payloads that have been seen in the

past are part of the uninteresting traffic. Low-interaction honeypots main-

tain a cache of payload checksums. If the payload of the first packet (after

connection is established) has not been seen in the past, it is considered

interesting. According to the measurements of the paper, around 95% of

the packets with payloads have been observed in the past. All interesting

traffic is handed off to high-interaction honeypots. The hand-off mechanism

is implemented by a specialized proxy. Once a packet is marked as interest-

ing, the proxy establishes a connection with the back-end and replays this

packet. Next, packets of the “interesting” connection will be forwarded to

the back-end by the proxy. The honeyd system is used as the main core

of the low-interaction honeypots. The high-interaction honeypots run on

VMware and form the back-end of the architecture. The back-end is set

up in a way so as not to be able to contact the outside world. Instead

of blocking or limiting the outgoing connections, traffic generated by these

honeypots is mirrored back to other honeypots. As long as there are unin-

fected machines, the infection will spread among the honeypots, allowing the

capturing of exploits and payload delivery. However, this architecture does

not work for malware that downloads its code from an external source, like

a web site. To detect whether high-interaction honeypots are infected, their

network connections are monitored as well as changes in their filesystem.

The virtual machines of infected honeypots are returned to a known good

state, through the snapshot mechanism of VMware. The command and con-

trol mechanism aggregates traffic statistics from low-interaction honeypots

and monitors the load of high-interaction ones. It also analyzes all data

from virtual machines to detect abnormal behavior such as worm propaga-

tion. The proposed hybrid infrastructure looks similar to the infrastructures
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proposed by Collapsar and NoAH. However, this approach focuses more on

filtering the interactions before they reach the high-interaction honeypots

and additionally the backend architecture is fundamentally different as in

this approach mirroring is performed.

Architectures presented so far use honeypots as non-production systems,

residing in different network domains than production systems and listen-

ing to unused IP address space. Shadow honeypots[33] propose a different

approach for detecting attacks that couples honeypots with production sys-

tems. The architecture consists of three components: a filtering component,

a set of anomaly detectors and shadow honeypots. The filtering component

blocks known attacks from reaching the network. Such a component can be

either a signature-based detector, like Snort, or a blacklist of known attack

sources. The array of anomaly detectors, each one running with different

settings in respect to their sensitivity and configuration parameters, is used

to classify which traffic is suspicious. The traffic that is characterized as

anomalous is forwarded to the shadow honeypots. Their main role is to

offload the shadow honeypots as much as possible by forwarding only the

traffic that may include an attack.

Shadow honeypots are cloned instances of production servers that are

heavily instrumented so as to detect attacks. Two types of shadow honey-

pots can be identified: loosely-coupled and tightly-coupled. Loosely-coupled

honeypots are deployed on the same network of the protected server, run-

ning a copy of the protected applications but in a different machine and

without sharing state. However, the effectiveness of loosely-coupled shadow

honeypots is limited to static attacks that do not require to build state at

the application level. Tightly-coupled shadow honeypots run on the same

machine as the protected applications and share their state. Shadow honey-

pots, as stated before, are instrumented versions of protected applications.

The instrumentation allows the accurate detection of buffer overflow attacks

and is based on the pmalloc() concept, as described in [50]. Pmalloc() is

a replacement for malloc(), the standard memory allocation routine, and it

works as follows. Before and after an allocated memory block is requested

by pmalloc(), read-only memory pages are placed. If an overflow attack is

going to take place, it will try to write on the read-only pages and an ex-

ception will be thrown. The exception is caught by the pmalloc() routine,

indicating the presence of an attack. (note: the concept of pmalloc() was
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extended to include statically allocated arrays). The major drawback of

this instrumentation approach is the requirement of the application’s source

code.

When the shadow honeypot detects an attack, its state is rolled back to

what it was before the attack and the malicious content is not forwarded

to the normal application. It also informs the anomaly detectors about the

attack so they can tune their detection models for better performance. If

the shadow honeypot does not detect any attack, the request is handled to

the normal application. Again, the anomaly detectors are informed that

this was not an attack so they can update their models. Shadow honeypots

can be also used to protect the client from client-side exploits, such as the

buffer overflow in the JPEG handling routine of Internet Explorer. As an

example, an instrument copy of Mozilla Firefox can handle web requests.

According to the paper, the overhead of the instrumented version is around

20%.

The iSink architecture[55] aims at monitoring large unused IP address

space, such as /8 networks. Although this work focuses on measuring packet

traffic, we will study its design and properties, which are related to honey-

pot infrastructures. The design model of iSink is to respond to traffic that

goes to unused IP address space. However, as iSink deals with large ad-

dress spaces, a scalable architecture is needed. The authors considered four

systems that can be used as responders: Honeyd, honeynet, LaBrea and

ActiveSink. ActiveSink is a framework written by authors using the Click

router language[40]. This framework includes several responders, such as

ICMP, ARP, Web, SMTP, IRC and NetBIOS responders. Additionally,

responders for MyDoom and Beagle backdoors were also implemented. Ac-

tiveSink responders are stateless, and still accurate, in order to achieve a

high degree of scalability. Even for complex protocols, it is possible to con-

struct a response by looking at the last request packet. Furthermore, there

is need for interacting with the attacker up to the point where an attack is

detected. For example, if an attack is taking place on the fifth step of a very

long conversation, there is no need to emulate further than this step. The

four systems were tested along five main criteria: configurability, modular-

ity, flexibility, interactivity and scalability. Honeynet was discarded because

of low configurability and medium scalability. LaBrea, on the other hand,

has high scalability but very low configurability, modularity and flexibility.
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Honeyd presents high configurability and flexibility but medium scalabil-

ity. ActiveSink, finally, is highly scalable, configurable, modular and flexi-

ble, with the only drawback depending on its interactivity with responders

(medium interactivity according to authors). The performance of the iSink

architecture was evaluated using TCP and UDP packet streams at rates up

to 20,000 packets per second. Each packet was a connection attempt. iSink

didn’t suffer from losses at any rate for both protocols. The system was also

deployed in four class B networks and one class A network. The amount of

traffic received in these networks was large. The iSink node for the class A

network received between 4,000 and 20,000 packets per second.

Xie et al. propose HoneyIM [54], a system that uses decoy accounts in

users’ contact lists, to detect content sent by IM malware. HoneyIM can

be deployed in a enterprise network and alert network administrators of

malicious content, provide attack information, and perform network-wide

blocking. HoneyIM has a limited view of the IM attack landscape due to

its passive architecture and enterprise deployment. To overcome these dis-

advantages, HoneyBuddy is an active architecture that constantly adds new

“buddies” to its decoy accounts, transcending the narrow confines of an en-

terprise level deployment, and monitors a variety of instant messaging users

for signs of contamination. Furthermore, the use of pidgin [20] prevents

their system from detecting attacks that exploit vulnerabilities in dominat-

ing instant messaging software such as the MSN live messenger [17].

Trivedi et al. address the problem of instant messaging spam (spim) and

how to utilize honeypots to extract network and content characteristics of

spim[51]. They set up an open SOCKS proxy that only allows outbound

connections to IM servers. The analysis of the collected data reveals several

characteristics of spim campaigns. An interesting result is that advertised

URLs lead to a small number of websites, something that is confirmed by our

findings. However, there are several major differences with our work. While

they focus on spim campaigns, our honeypot detects all types of instant

messaging threats mentioned in section 4.1, and also handles malicious file

transfers. Furthermore, they propose a passive architecture that waits for

spimmers to connect to their open proxy while our system actively broadens

its view by connecting with a diverse and wide-spread set of IM users. Fi-

nally, their approach will not work with encrypted instant messaging traffic,

such as Skype traffic.
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Mannan et al. conduct a survey and provide an overview of threats

against instant messaging users and existing security measures[45]. Several

scenarios of attacks against IM users are presented, as well as the weaknesses

of default security and privacy features provided by IM client software. They

conclude that existing public and enterprise IM systems fail to provide suf-

ficient security and protect users from existing IM threats. Hindocha[38]

provides an overview of several IM clients and protocols, threats to instant

messaging like worms and trojans, and issues regarding IM blocking.

Liu et al. [43] propose an architecture, for detecting and filtering spim,

that incorporates widely deployed spam-filtering techniques and new tech-

niques specific to spim based on the analysis of spim characteristics. In

follow-up publications [44, 42], the authors focus on instant messaging worms.

In [44] worm propagation is modeled and traced through multicast event tree

tracing, while in [42] a formal IM worm modeling based on branching process

is presented. Williamson et al. [53] apply virus throttling as a mitigation

measure against viruses and worms that spread through instant messaging.

They explore how several throttle parameters delay propagation without

interfering with normal traffic.

Provos et al. [48] follow a different approach than ours for locating

URLs that distribute malicious content. They actively scan a large number

of URLs to locate malicious actions and focus only on drive-by downloads,

while we passively collect URLs from spam messages in IM traffic. A very

interesting fact is that their findings show that there is a difference between

the domains of the frontend servers that contain URLs that exploit vul-

nerabilities in users’ browsers or plugins, and the domains of the backend

servers that distribute the malware. However, our results based on URLs

collected by the HoneyBuddy infrastructure do not reveal any such frontend

servers. All malware samples were downloaded from the same domain with-

out redirection to a different domain. This highlights a different approach to

malware distribution between drive-by downloads and phishing campaigns.



6
Summary

We have explored the use of honeypot technologies for acquiring information

regarding cyber-attacks and collecting samples of malicious software. This

thesis is separated in two parts.

Initially, we focused on the NoAH project and redesigned its architecture

so as to integrate the NoAH and Amun honeypots. The benefits of this inte-

gration were twofold. First, the amount and type of information we acquired

based on the incoming attack traffic better matched our needs. Second, by

removing Argos and (modified) honeyd, and using utilities of the Unix op-

erating system, our infrastructure became more stable and efficient. Upon

the integration of Nepenthes, for a period of four months, we monitored

all incoming traffic destined to our deployed NoAH sensors and extracted a

series of interesting information and statistics. We then replaced Nepenthes

with Amun, a more up-to-date medium interaction honeypot very similar in

design that provides more fine-grained information regarding the incoming

traffic. No further changes to the NoAH architecture were necessary for this

integration. We then presented characteristics of the incoming attack traffic.

Next we presented our efforts in identifying a trend in the channels

through which attackers deploy phishing campaigns and propagate malware.

That lead to the design and implementation of HoneyBuddy, an active hon-
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eypot infrastructure designed to detect malicious activities in instant mes-

saging services. HoneyBuddy automatically finds user accounts that belong

to a supported IM service and adds them to its contact list. Our system

monitors decoy accounts for incoming messages and file transfers, and ex-

tracts suspicious executables and URLs. The suspicious data gathered by

HoneyBuddy is correlated with existing blacklists, and malware collection

center databases. Despite the simplicity of our system, deployment for the

MSN service showed that 93% of the identified phishing domains were not

listed by popular blacklist mechanisms. Furthermore, 21% of collected mal-

ware samples were also not listed by other infrastructures. These findings

confirm that existing security measures of instant messaging services are

insufficient, and also indicate the effectiveness of our system as a comple-

mentary detection infrastructure.

We further inspected the top level domains that host the phishing URLs

and found that they translate to a very small number of IP addresses sug-

gesting the existence of a large network of collaborating attackers. On the

other hand, domains that distribute malware do not follow the same tactics

and translate to a different set of IP addresses. We located domains that

belong to fast flux-networks in both cases, however they are more common

in the case of the phishing domains, which have a higher probability of be-

ing blacklisted. Based on the results from the analysis of the IM attacks we

caught, we provided a profile of the attackers and their spamming strategies.

An interesting aspect of IM attacks that could not be measured by our in-

frastructure was how successful an MSN phishing campaign can be. To get

an estimation, we deployed our own benign campaign and found that almost

12% of the users followed the URL and 4% ran the executable it redirected

to.

We also deployed myMSNhoneypot, a prototype implementation of a

service that is open to the public and creates dedicated IM honeypots for

users. This service provides an early alerting mechanism for users whose IM

accounts or clients are compromised. It provides decoy accounts for users

that register with the service to add to their contact list. A message from

the user to a decoy account is an indication that the user’s credentials or

IM client are compromised, as the user would never initiate a conversation

with the decoy contact.
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